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Immortals led by Zhatan the Black hold up a savage band of Chaos Warriors with their unyielding defence while a unit of Bull Centaurs lines up a devastating flank charge.In the midst of the polluted Dark Lands, a Chaos Dwarf warband supported by two mighty Daemonic Engines musters for battle.-CHAOS DWARFS-By Thomas Hunt1CONTENTSHISTORY OF THE CHAOS DWARFS ...................6 THE DARK LANDS .................................................14 THE INVENTION OF THE DAWI'ZHARR ........18 A LEGACY OF CRUELTY .....................................22 THE DARK
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...........................................................87 Rare ...............................................................89 CREATIONS OF THE CURSED FORGES ..........92 REFERENCE ............................................................962INTRODUCTIONThe Chaos Dwarfs are a race of cruel and psychotic engineers who are most infamous for the creation of foul engines and artefacts for the mortal servants of the Dark Gods, but they also have their own evil ambitions. From their ruinous realm in the midst of the polluted Dark Lands, the Chaos Dwarfs plot the overthrow of the west. Demented Sorcerers
brood in citadels of black obsidian while their warriors, bound to them by blood, march out to make war in the name of their evil god, Hashut: the Father of Darkness. Supporting them are hordes of miserable slaves, elite armoured soldiers and, most feared of all, Daemonic Engines of Chaos. THE WARHAMMER GAMEThe Warhammer rulebook contains the rules you need to fight glorious and exciting battles with your miniatures. Every army has its own book that works with these rules and allows you to turn your collection of miniatures into a battle-ready
force. This particular army book details the merciless and cruel Chaos Dwarfs.HOW THIS BOOK WORKSThe Chaos Dwarfs. The first section of this book introduces the Chaos Dwarfs and their place in the Warhammer world. It describes the rigid society that makes their way of life possible, the blackened land in which they erect their grotesque citadels and their twisted worship of their god Hashut, the Father of Darkness. The Dark Cohort. Every unit and type of hero in the Chaos Dwarfs army is examined here in detail. You will find a full description of each
entry, alongside complete rules and details of the cruel and vicious abilities they possess. Massing the Cohort. Here you will see photographs of the range of miniatures available for the Chaos Dwarfs army, gloriously painted and converted by passionate gamers from across the world. Colour schemes and conversions ideas for the different units in the Chaos Dwarfs army as well as a wealth of other useful information is contained here. Chaos Dwarfs Army list. The army list takes all of the warriors presented in the previous section and arranges them so you can
choose an army for your games. In brief, Warhammer units are classified as Characters, Core, Special or Rare, and can be taken in different proportions depending on their relative scarcity. Each model has a points value to help ensure you pit your army against an opponent's in a fair match. Creations of the Cursed Forges. The final section of the book lists all the dangerous and powerful magic weapons, armour and other items that the Chaos Dwarfs forge in their daemonic smithies.WHY COLLECT A CHAOS DWARFS ARMY?Chaos Dwarfs are as vile and
black hearted a race as any in the Warhammer world. No other army holds the rest of the world in quite the same contempt, and so Chaos Dwarfs will appeal to anyone who likes to play a true villain. There is almost nothing admirable about the evil Chaos Dwarfs their society is built on misery and cruelty, kept afloat only by the slavery of thousands of innocents. Worst of all, the Chaos Dwarfs are incredibly short-sighted and destructive, callously polluting and poisoning their own homeland in order to fuel their dark industry. The pacts they make with
Daemons to power their sorcery and engineering also make them utterly contemptuous: Chaos Dwarfs use them like they would any other resource, heedless of the consequences. A Chaos Dwarf army is unlike any other in Warhammer. Not only do they possess huge blocks of elite infantry in the form of Warriors, Stormcallers and Immortals, but also more unusual troop types like Bull Centaurs and Hobgoblin Wolf Riders. Chaos Dwarfs also combine the stoicism of Dwarfs with some of the horde tactics of the Skaven or Orcs and Goblins thanks to their ability
to field masses of cheap Slaves. But the real strength of the Chaos Dwarfs lies in their mastery of the arcane, for they can field hideous ridden monsters in the form of the Taurus as well as terrifying Daemonic Engines. The Chaos Dwarfs' invention is unmatched in this regard: only a Chaos Dwarf army will let you indulge your twisted imagination and fully customise these daemonic constructs, taking on the role of an insane Daemonsmith and creating whatever horrific combination of Upgrades you think will yield the most destruction.FIND OUT MOREWhile
Warhammer Armies: Chaos Dwarfs contains everything you need to take your Chaos Dwarfs army to the field of battle and play a game, there are always more tactics to use, different battles to fight and painting ideas to try out. You can find out more at Chaos Dwarfs Online: www.chaos-dwarfs.com34The wind howled across the bleak, featureless expanse of wasteland. From horizon to horizon there was nothing but barren steppe, relieved only by the occasional patch of scrubland. For the men of Captain Grber's expeditionary force, this was surely the end of
the line. Their supplies were almost exhausted, their horses near death and they had become hopelessly lost several days ago. Here in the Dark Lands, there was no way to gauge the passage of time, no landmarks to help them navigate out of the wastes. This foolish adventure had ended in disaster. All Grber had been searching for was a passage to the east that avoided the heavy levies the masters of Pigbarter extracted, but what he would find was a slow death from exhaustion or starvation beneath the leaden, polluted skies. But worse was to come.
Sergeant Heldvelk was the first to hear the distant sound of drums. Captain Grber was quick to form up his ragged line, presenting whatever enemy came out of the wastes with a wall of halberds. The brave men of The Empire, alone and far from home, prepared to die bravely against this new terror. But they did not come to take their lives. They came to take them, for nothing happens in the Dark Lands that goes unnoticed by its masters. A dark smudge on the horizon soon resolved itself into rank upon rank of black-armoured warriors. They marched in
silence, only the rhythmic beating of the drums marking their steady progress. Grber's men steeled themselves anew, but when the attack came, it was not from the front. Dozens of greenskins mounted on howling wolves came hurtling from the flank, whooping and sneering. The soldiers held, but the sudden attack had shaken them, and they were not prepared when the armoured might of the Chaos Dwarfs crashed into them. They held bravely. They fought like Sigmar Himself. But it was not enough. The Chaos Dwarfs pushed forward, cutting them down like
wheat in a field, slicing with daemonic axes and smashing with hammers alight with burning fury. Grber fell back, forming a ring of steel with his best men, but then a beast of flesh and iron plummeted from the skies with a feral roar. It landed in amongst the Imperial soldiers, belching fire and slashing with runeetched claws as long as a man's arm. It was a massacre, but the casualties amongst Grber's men were surprisingly light. The Chaos Dwarfs had not come to slaughter:
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